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ABSTRACT Open source platform (e.g., GitHub) creates a tremendous opportunity for developers to
learn and build experience. Contribution to open source can be rewarding for developers and advocates the
evolutionary progress of the open source software. However, finding a suitable project to contribute can be
intimidating for developers because of the enormous possible choices. Due to various social and technical
barriers, developers might fail to contribute successfully. Frequent unsuccessful onboarding hampers not
only developers’ individual advancement but also the evolutionary progress of open source projects. To
mitigate developers’ costly efforts for onboarding, we propose a learning-to-rank model NNLRank (Neural
Network for List-wise Ranking) to recommend projects that developers are likely to contribute. NNLRank
leverages project features and developers’ experience to recommend projects for onboarding. We develop
an efficient approach to optimize the neural network where we leverage a list-wise loss function which
intends to minimize the difference between the predicted projects list and the ground-truth list preferred by
developers. We evaluate NNLRank with 2044 successful onboarding decisions from GitHub and compare
it with three standard learning-to-rank models and a prior onboarding tool. Experimental results show
that NNLRank can provide effective and efficient onboarding recommendation to developers, substantially
outperforming the previous models.

INDEX TERMS Developer Onboarding, Recommender System, Learning to Rank

I. INTRODUCTION
Open Source Software (OSS) ecosystems like GitHub and
BitBucket provide developers shared and convenient techni-
cal platforms for social interactions, technical collaborations,
and reputation buildings [1]–[4]. Thus, a large number of
professional and amateur developers get attracted to work
on OSS ecosystems (i.e. onboarding) to pursue their interests
and goals [5], [6]. For a thriving OSS ecosystem, successful
onboarding becomes a driving force. However, due to various
technical and social barriers [1], [7], [8] developers often
face difficulties in successful onboarding—finding a suitable
project to join and contribute many commits [9]. How can I
find a good open source project to join? a developer asked
in Stack Exchange [10]. Similar questions are asked in other
forums [11].

In the current scenario, developers often give significant
effort (mostly manual) to find suitable open source projects
[12], [13] to contribute. They spend a significant amount of
time to learn those projects [14], [15]. They often consult

different resources such as project documentation, mailing
lists, forums, bug tracking system, etc. to learn the projects
of interest.

Even after such manual effort when developers start con-
tributing code, it is not guaranteed that their code will be
accepted. Developers start to write code (e.g., bug fix patch,
new feature) and commit in the hope that their contribu-
tions will be accepted. Before accepting contributions (e.g.,
commits) the core project members often verify it with their
project relevancy. If the contributions remain unsatisfactory,
developers have to rewrite, review and test new commits
again and again until they pass the project standard and
goal. This process can be very tedious due to incorrect initial
project selection. The situation can be even worse for new-
bies who have less experience with the open source platform,
consequently leads to frustration and eventual quitting [7],
[8].

From the projects’ perspective, an unsuccessful on-
boarding attempt impedes the overall development
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progress—frequently failed onboarding means the core
project members have to spend significant efforts to review
unsatisfactory commits submitted during onboarding [7], [8].
Thus, the overall project growth can be delayed with enor-
mous frustrations from developers including core members.

Practitioners provide various resources including docu-
mentation (e.g., [16]), platforms (CodeTriage [17], Open-
Hatch [18]) to ease the manual effort of developers. Re-
searchers also build tool support to help newbies in the
onboarding process [19]–[21]. But none of these resources
directly help developers to recommend relevant projects
based on their expertise and previous work history. Recently,
GitHub provides project recommendation [22] to its users
mostly based on their stars and the people they follow. How-
ever, such a recommendation is more suitable for generic
project usage than developer onboarding.

Previously, many models have been proposed to recom-
mend items to work on for newcomers, such as source code
[23], code relevant items [24], [25], etc. However, these
works presume that the developer already joined in a project.

In contrast, researchers have identified some factors, such
as technical background, collaboration history, and project
growth, that may affect project level onboarding. However,
recommending projects for onboarding is still challenging
because of the complex interactions between multiple social
and technical factors [8] affecting the onboarding process.

Proposed Approach. To capture the complex onboarding
pattern, we analyze different project features and activity
& expertise of developers. Leveraging these features, we
propose a learning-to-rank model named NNLRank (Neu-
ral Network for List-wise Ranking) to recommend projects
that developers are likely to contribute. NNLRank learns a
ranking function (represented by a neural network [26]) to
score a list of candidate projects, where the top-n projects
are recommended to developers. To iteratively optimize the
network, we apply a list-wise ranking loss function that aims
to minimize the difference between the predicted list (scores
of projects) and the ground-truth list preferred by developers.
We leverage a learning rate decay method to enable the fast
convergence of model optimization. NNLRank can further
handle a list of candidate projects simultaneously which
enables faster onboarding processing.

We verify NNLRank by investigating 2044 successful
onboarding decisions from GitHub developers. Each decision
involves 1428 different candidate projects on average with a
total of 2.9 million instances. To confirm the effectiveness of
NNLRank over standard learning-to-rank models, we eval-
uate the performance of SVMRank [27], BPNet [28], and
SVM [29] for the project onboarding task, where BPNet
and SVM are 2 models for solving the ranking problem
via classification. We further compare our NNLRank with a
previously proposed link prediction based tool, LP [12]. We
use 5-fold cross-validation and evaluate the performance of
these models by standard evaluation metrics: MRR (Mean
Reciprocal Rank), MAP (Mean Average Precision), and Re-
call in different cutoffs (i.e. 10, 20).

Experimental results show that NNLRank achieves a per-

formance of 0.462, 0.454, 0.457 at MRR, MAP@10, and
Recall@10 respectively; and it significantly outperforms
all other models. In particular, compared with the second
best model SVMRank, our NNLRank achieves a percentage
improvement of 28.69%, 29.34%, and 29.10% at MRR,
MAP@10, and MAP@20 respectively. Moreover, NNLRank
also works efficiently with 20.43 seconds to train and test for
the cross-validation.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We build a recommender system, NNLRank, for the

GitHub projects onboarding.
• Design nine features to capture developers’ onboarding

pattern.
• Analyze the features that impact the model’s accuracy.
• Evaluate the model empirically w.r.t. prediction accuracy

and run-time performance.

Paper Organization. The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. The background and research questions are
respectively presented in Sections II and III. The method-
ology and experimental setup are detailed in Sections IV
and V respectively, followed by the results, discussion, and
implication in Sections VI, VII, and VIII. And the threats
to validity and the conclusion are respectively described in
Sections IX and X.

II. BACKGROUND
Researchers urge an onboarding tool to mitigate developers’
searching efforts for projects with less technical and social
barriers [30], [31]. Some existing tools can help developers
overcome obstacles in projects by supplying a search engine
for API usages and high-quality examples [32], predicting
code changing requests [32], recommending code relevant
items such as closely related code, problem reports, news-
group articles and etc. [24], [25], [33], [34] However, these
tools hypothesize developers have already decided to join in
a project, but making such a decision is not easy [1], [7],
[8]. Therefore, it is necessary to build a recommender system
to recommend or filter projects (associated with developers’
search terms) in the first place. Based on developers’ social
connections among projects, Matek et al. [12] developed an
unsupervised model called LP (Link Prediction) to identify
developers’ participation behaviors instead of their onboard-
ing choices. By contrast, in this paper, we address the on-
boarding problem and propose a recommendation tool which
helps developers to find suitable projects to contribute.

Learning to Rank. Collaborative filtering and content-based
filtering are two widely used recommender systems [35],
[36]. However, they cannot be directly applied to underlining
onboarding task, since both model types require developers’
preference degrees on the onboarded projects which are not
available in our dataset.

An alternative solution is the learning to rank, which turns
the recommendation problem into a ranking problem by
constructing a scoring model, where top-n scored projects are
recommended. In general, 3 types of learning-to-rank models
can be used [37], [38]:
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1) Point-wise ranking: it transforms a ranking problem
into a classification problem, learning the probability that
an instance (e.g., A, B, or C) occurs one by one [37]. For
our scenario, a classifier (e.g., SVM [29] and BPNet [28])
predicts developers’ probability to onboard each project (A,
B, or C), where the projects with top-n probabilities are
recommended. However, point-wise models may fail to work
as they ignore local relationships between projects so that
projects with similar features are all assigned with the same
scores [37].

2) Pair-wise ranking: it also turns to be a classification
problem, but learning the sequential relations between in-
stances (e.g., A>B and B>C). Knowing such relations be-
tween projects, candidate projects can easily be sorted and
recommended for developers. SVMRank [27] is a represen-
tative model, but pair-wise ranking has a high computation
complexity since all pairs of projects are usually required to
be processed.

3) List-wise ranking: it directly learns the sequential rela-
tions among a list of instances just one time (e.g., A>B>C).
It is designed to reduce the computation complexity by
processing a list of projects only once, in a more natural and
straightforward fashion [37], instead of transforming a given
list of projects into pairs or individuals [39]. Usually, the list-
wise ranking model is a neural network based model [39]. Its
essential factor is optimization of the network via an effective
loss function, which is generally calculated as a difference
between the predicted ranking x={xi}ni=1 and the ground-
truth ranking y={yi}ni=1. Cross-entropy [40] and cosine simi-
larity [41] are two typical loss functions. However, it has been
analyzed that both these loss functions are not sound, namely
inadequate to minimize the difference between the predicted
and ground-truth rankings in some cases. On the other hand,
the cosine similarity is not convex, which implies the trained
model is likely to have poor performance in testing data.
We adapt a likelihood loss function satisfying the soundness
and convexity [39] L(x,y)=

∏n
i=1

exp(xi)∑n
k=1 exp(xi)

, where the
onboarded project in x is put to the first place (x1) according
to the ground truth y. Due to its theoretical validity and
experimental performance, this likelihood loss function has
been widely used.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In an open source ecosystem like GitHub, a successful devel-
oper onboarding occurs when a developer joins a new project
and contributes many subsequent commits.

Based on the above definition of onboarding, we develop
a tool which leverages the abundant histories of developers’
activities in OSS projects, as hosted in GitHub. Our main
goal is to investigate how effectively and efficiently our
tool can recommend relevant projects for onboarding. We
also analyze how different factors impact the onboarding
performance.

In particular, we aim to investigate:

RQ1. How accurately can NNLRank recommend on-
boarding to GitHub projects?

Here, we check the recommendation accuracy of our
model and compare it with previously proposed models.
Intuitively, the proposed model provides a better recommen-
dation for developers with more historical information. As
the amount of historical information impacts the recommen-
dation performance, we further investigate the prediction
accuracy of our model for developers with different prior
experience.

RQ2. What are the most important features that influence
onboarding recommendation?

We explore the relative importance of extracted features
on the performance of our model via a sensitivity analysis.
Additionally, we analyze the impact of domain features (e.g.,
functional project similarity) on onboarding decision.

RQ3. What is the run-time overhead of NNLRank?

The goal of this RQ is to investigate the run-time perfor-
mance of our model. In particular, we record and analyze how
long does our model take to train and test.

IV. METHODOLOGY: NNLRANK MODEL
To recommend suitable projects for a developer to onboard,
we build a list-wise ranking model called NNLRank. NNL-
Rank leverages a neural network as a ranking function, which
can process a list of candidate projects simultaneously. It
takes 9 features extracted from projects and developers’ pro-
file information as input and predicts the preference scores
for projects that developers would like to onboard. Then,
sorting the predicted scores in descending order NNLRank
recommends top-n projects for developer onboarding. How-
ever, the performance of NNLRank is affected by its neural
network structure, loss function, and network optimization
approach. Thus, in this section, we discuss our NNLRank
model implementation in details and evaluate how these
components affect the NNLRank in Section VII.

A. FEATURE SELECTION
Generally, it is assumed that developers would like to work
with their frequently collaborated developers, and join the
projects that match their expertises and preferences [1], [42].
To predict the developer’s preference score on a candidate
project, NNRank leverages 9 features including developer’s
social tie to the project’s owner, the language expertise
matching with the project’s requirement, number of current
commits in the project, number of project members coming
from the same company as the developer, and the durations
from developer’s onboarding time to the project creation
time, to the first/last membership time, and to the first/last
commit time. We discuss in details how we measure these
features in Section V-B.

B. NEURAL NETWORK.
Figure 1 shows that the network structure of our model
contains 4 layers with two hidden layers, one input, and one
output layer. The input layer has 9 nodes, corresponding to
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FIGURE 1: Neural network structure.

9 designed features; each hidden layer contains 5 nodes, and
the output layer only contains 1 node for the score.

Precisely, to predict the preference scores of n candidate
projects represented by 9 features, the network takes all these
projects X∈R9×n for its input layer H(1)=X , and passes
them through each layer from left to right. For the m-th layer
(m ∈ [2, 4]), its output is:

H(m) = g(W (m)H(m−1) + b(m)1(m)) (1)

where W (m) and b(m) are the weights and biases of the
m-th layer, respectively; 1(1) ∈ R1×n is a vector with all
elements equaling to one for reshaping the biases; and g is
an Arctan activation function, g(x)=atan(x), whose impact
is investigated in Section VII by comparing it with other
common activation functions; the last layer H(4) outputs the
scores for n candidate projects.

Note that, as the weights and biases are unknown at first,
we initialize them with a simple and prevalent method [43],
[44]. In specific, for the m-th layer, all elements in the bias
b(m) are set to zero, while the weight W (m) is initialized
by the uniform random numbers ranging from −

√
6(q(m) +

q(m−1))−
1
2 to

√
6(q(m) + q(m−1))−

1
2 , where q(m) is the

number of nodes in the m-th layer. Section VII investigates
how the randomness affects the model performance.

C. LOSS FUNCTION.
To optimize weights and biases in the network, we leverage
a list-wise ranking loss function which aims to minimize the
difference between the predicted score list and the ground-
truth list, namely assigning the highest score to the success-
fully onboarded project.

Specifically, for a list of candidate projects X={xi}ni=1

with the onboarded project at the first place, their
scores predicted by the neural network (f ) can be
written as f(X)={f(xi)}ni=1. Then, the probability
of this ideal permutation can be expressed as [39],
p(f(X))=

∏n
i=1

exp(f(xi))∑n
k=i exp(f(xk))

. Furthermore, our loss func-
tion aims to maximize p(f(X)), the probability of rank-
ing the onboarded project at the first place. Moreover,
the loss function can also be transformed to minimize
−log(p(f(X))). To efficiently solve this optimization prob-
lem, we further transform the loss function as Eq. (2).

− log (p(f(X))) ≥ −
n∑

i=1

f(xi) +

n∑
i=1

n∑
k=i

f(xk) =

n∑
i=2

(i− 1)f(xi)

(2)

Intuitively, the transformed loss function aims to mini-
mize the weighted sum of the scores without the onboarded
project, where the i-th project (xi) is assigned to a higher
weight (i-1). Finally, the loss function is written as:

argmin
W,b

L =

n∑
i=2

(i−1)f(xi)+
λ

2

M∑
m=1

(
‖W (m)‖2F + ‖b(m)‖22

)
(3)

where λ is a regularization parameter to control the com-
plexity of weights and biases. λ ranges from 0 to 1, and a
higher value indicates a lower complexity of weights and bi-
ases. It is usually assumed that lower complexity is beneficial
to the network optimization, which is also confirmed by our
analysis in Section VII. Therefore, we set λ to 1 as default.

D. NETWORK OPTIMIZATION.
With the help of the above loss function, we input lists of
candidate projects (i.e. training data) to the network, and
iteratively optimize the weights and biases in the network.
Generally, for the i-th list of projects, we calculate a value Li
for the loss function. We perform a gradient descent method
to optimize parameters in the network. The optimization
process stops when the loss function value converges to a
small threshold (ε). We set ε=0.1 to ensure the value of
loss function is stable enough when the training is stopped.
Otherwise, the model stops training when all lists of training
data have been used.

The critical part of the network optimization is the gradient
descent method. It first computes the gradients of the loss
function and then updates the weights and biases in each
layer. Particularly, the gradients of the loss function L are
computed as Eq. (4), where H(m−1)

i is the output of the (m-
1)-th layer of the i-th candidate project in the list.

∂L

∂W (m)
=

n∑
i=2

∆
(m)
i=2H

(m−1)T

i + λW (m)

∂L

∂b(m)
=

m∑
i=2

∆
(m)
i + λb(m)

(4)

For layer m∈[1,M ], the updating equation ∆
(m)
i is calcu-

lated as Eq. (5), where the operation � denotes the element-
wise multiplication; g′ is the derivative of the activation
function g; and z

(m+1)
i ,W (m)H

(m−1)
i + b(m).

∆
(m)
i =

{
(i− 1)g′(z

(m)
i ), m =M

(W (m+1)T ∆
(m+1)
i )� g′(z(m)

i ), m < M
(5)

We update the weights and biases by Eq. (6) until it
converges, where µ is the learning rate (µ=10−2 in default).

W (m) =W (m) − µ
∂L

∂W (m)
, b(m) = b(m) − µ

∂L

∂b(m)
(6)

To accelerate the model training, we let the model to
learn quickly at the beginning with a large learning rate
(µ = 0.01). Then, we gradually decrease learning rate
as µt=10−dt/10−taftereµt−1 when the iteration number t
increases, where dt/10 − taftere is an upward rounding
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operation on t/10 − tafter; and the learning rate begins to
decay from the iteration tafter=0.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the details of model training pro-
cedures. Note that, we empirically initialize 3 coefficients
(ε, µ, tafter) for network optimization. We investigate their
impacts in details on the model performance in Section VII.

Algorithm 1: NNLRank

Input: Training set {Xi}ni=1, number of network layers M + 1, learning rate
µ, total iteration number It, the initial step for learning rate decay tafter ,
regularization coefficient λ, and convergence error ε.
Output: Weights and biases {W (m), b(m)}Mm=1.
// Initialization:
InitializeW (m) and b(m) for all layers,m ∈ [1,M ].
// Optimization by the gradient descend method:
For t = 1, 2, . . . , It

Randomly select a list of candidate projectsXt

SetH(1) = Xt

// Forward propagation:
Form = 2, 3, . . . ,M + 1

Do forward propagation to getH(m) as Eq. (1)
End
// Compute gradients:
Form = M,M − 1, . . . , 1

Obtain gradients according to Eq. (4)
End
// Back Propagation:
Update µ by learning rate decay method.
Form = 1, 2, . . . ,M

UpdateW (m) and b(m) as Eq. (6)
End
// Stopping criteria:
Calculate the loss function Lt at the t-th iteration as Eq. (3).
If t > 1 and |Lt − Lt−1| < ε

Go to Return
End

End
Return: {W (m), b(m)}Mm=1

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. DATA COLLECTION
We now describe the projects we studied, and how we gath-
ered and analyzed the data.

Sampling Projects. We investigated 2-years onboarding
decisions (2012-2013) from a GHTorrent dump1, whose
projects are written in 8 popular general purpose program-
ming languages (Javascript, Java, Python, PHP, Ruby, C++,
C, and C#)2 on GitHub.

It is well known that GitHub contains numerous inactive
and personal projects that cannot be joined by other develop-
ers, which might lead to biased analysis [1], [45]. Therefore,
we removed the deleted, private, and forked repositories;
excluded projects that do not have at least 2 watchers and 5
developers. Moreover, projects with non-English and insuffi-
cient description tend to be personal or toy repositories, and
they can hardly attract worldwide developers to join. Thus,
we removed the projects that have non-English words in the
description, and the projects do not have at least 5 words
(median of the collected projects) in the description. In total,
we sampled 2,540 active projects from GitHub.

1GHTorrent dump: a mysql dump with version number 20161101 down-
loaded from http://ghtorrent.org/downloads.html.

2Top languages in GitHub: http://githut.info/, accessed April 2018

Sampling Developers. The sampled 2,540 projects contain
27,019 developers. As a research with inactive GitHub users
would lead to biased conclusions on their onboarding behav-
iors [1], our study thus only focuses on the active developers
in terms of their profiles and we excluded the deleted users,
fake users, and users without geographical information. The
fake users are the accounts who spam other websites using
GitHub authentication, and they are identified by the GitHub
and labeled in the collected dataset. In this way, we obtained
8,374 active developers who relate to 46,302 repositories on
GitHub.

Sampling Successful Onboarding. The sampled 2,540 ac-
tive projects contain 463,116 onboarding decisions (i.e.
membership information recorded in GHTorrent). As devel-
opers come and go frequently for projects [33], a successful
onboarding should include significant commits after a devel-
oper joins a project. In this study, we chose the onboarding
decision with at least 6 commits (median of the sampled
active projects) as a successful onboarding. Then we obtained
2,142 successful decisions. Additionally, as developers can-
not join the projects created by themselves, we removed 98
decisions of such cases. Finally, we collected 2,044 success-
ful onboarding decisions.

Study Subject. In summary, we studied a total of 2,044
successful onboarding decisions associated with 1,070 de-
velopers and 1,672 open source GitHub projects; 14.95% of
these developers made multiple onboarding decisions (Table
2); and most (79.16%) of developers joined at least one
project prior to onboarding a new project (Table 3). To predict
these decisions, we extract project features from projects
and developers’ prior experience, which involves 132,295
repositories and 58,259 developers in total. Details show in
Table 1.

TABLE 1: Statistics of Collected Onboarding Dataset.

Type Name Count

Onboarding Successful Decision 2,044
Developers 1,070
Projects 1,672

Feature Extraction Developers 58,259
Projects 132,295

Data Collection Developers 27,019
Projects 2,540

For each onboarding decision, we considered all projects
created before the onboarding time as the candidates. Thus
the number of candidate projects varies for different deci-
sions and each onboarding decision involves 257 to 2794 can-
didate projects. Moreover, each decision relates to an average
of 1,428 instances (i.e., candidate projects). Therefore, we
studied 2,918,832 different instances in total, as the features
of an instance are changing at different onboarding time.

B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
We extract 9 features from projects and developers’ prior
experience to capture developers’ onboarding pattern, which
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TABLE 2: Statistics of developers onboarded multiple projects,
where a row indicates that there are #Dev number (%Dev
percentage) of developers made #Dec number of onboarding
decisions, among 2,044 studied onboarding decisions.

#Dec #Dev / %Dev #Dec #Dev / %Dev

1 1422 / 85.05% 6 3 / 00.18%
2 194 / 11.60% 7 2 / 00.12%
3 31 / 01.85% 12 1 / 00.06%
4 16 / 00.96% 13 1 / 00.06%
5 1 / 00.06% 15 1 / 00.06%

TABLE 3: Statistics of projects joined by developers before
onboarding a new project, where a column indicates that there
are #Dec number (%Dec percentage) of decisions are made with
the #Pro number of prior joined projects, and a #Pro value
corresponds to the #Perc percentile of projects joined by studied
1,070 developers.

#Pro (Perc) 0 (0) 1 (25) 4 (50) 11 (75) 298 (100)

#Dec 426 270 107 47 1
%Dec 20.84% 13.21% 5.23% 2.30% 0.05%

are summarized in Table 4. We now describe feature extrac-
tion in details.
1) Social Tie. It has been observed that developers are willing
to join in a project whose members frequently collaborated
with them in the past [1] and the project owner is the main
reason to attract developers’ participations [42]. Thus, we
measure the social tie of a developer to a project by the
number of collaborated projects with the owner. However, the
individual collaboration could be limited for larger projects
with many members, as developers are less likely to com-
municate with the project owner [1]. Thus, the collaboration
strength between owner and target developer is measured
by the reciprocal of the population in that project. In this
way, the final social tie with the project owner equals the
reciprocal sum of the member count in each collaborated
project. Specifically, let the owner of a project has previ-
ously collaborated with a target developer in Pt number
of projects before the onboarding time t, where the i-th
prior collaborated project i∈[1,Pt] contains mi,t number of
members at that time. Then the social tie (Tieowner) between
the target developer and the project owner is measured as
Tieowner=

∑Pt

i=1
1

mi,t
.

2) Technical Ability. Developers are more likely to code in
languages that they have used before [1], [42]. To capture
this, we use prior language experience (Techlang) to mea-
sure how the expertises of developers match the requirement
of a target project. For example, if a developer has joined 2
Java projects and 3 PHP projects, and a candidate project is
written in Java, then Techlang=2 for this candidate project.

3) Project Growth. A fast-evolving project with more com-
mits often attracts more developers [1], because such a
project needs more contribution. We measure the project
growth by the number of commits (Infocmt) at onboarding
time.

TABLE 4: Extracted Project Features.

Category Feature Description

Social Tie Tieowner The reciprocal sum of member counts in
each project previously collaborated with
the project owner of a candidate project.

Technical Ability Techlang Number of the developer’s prior joined
projects whose language matches the can-
didate project.

Project Growth Infocmt Number of current commits in the candi-
date project.

User Profile Usercompany Number of candidate project members who
are company colleagues of the developer.

Timecreate From onboarding to project creation time.
Timemeb0 From onboarding to first member join time.

Project Time Timemeb1 From onboarding to last member join time.
Timecmt0 From onboarding to first commit time.
Timecmt1 From onboarding to last commit time.

4) User Profile. We assume that a developer would like to
join a project whose members are from the same company.
Therefore, the developer can quickly adapt to the joined
project. In particular, we count the number of members
who shared the same company profile (Usercompany) at the
onboarding time.

5) Project Creation Time. It is discovered that a project in
the early lifetime attracts more developers to join in because
developers would face more technical and social barriers
when a project is stable [1], [42]. We thus use the absolute
difference between the onboarding time and project creation
time (Timecreate) to measure the development phase of a
candidate project. The following 4 features capture projects’
onboarding opportunity in different perspectives.

6) First Membership Time. In some cases, although a
project is created long ago by its owner, the project really
starts to work until the participation of new members. We
hence use the duration from the onboarding time to the first
membership time (Timemeb0) to assess the lifetime of the
candidate project.

7) Last Membership Time. We assume that a project has
less onboarding opportunity when the project team keeps
stable; and if the latest member is joined long time ago,
then the project probably will not recruit new developers.
Accordingly, we develop another time feature (Timemeb1)
to measure the duration from the latest membership.

8) First Commit Time. For some projects, their lifecycles
start from the first commit, instead of the developers’ partici-
pation. Thus, we measure a project’s onboarding opportunity
by calculating how long a project begins to accept contribu-
tors since its first commit (Timecmt0).

9) Last Commit Time. A project may be frequently updated
by developers, although there is no newcomer joined in.
We assume that this condition implies that the manpower
in this project is insufficient, and this project requires more
developers to share the tasks. Therefore, we adopt the last
commit time (Timecmt1) to measure the duration since the
latest commit in the project.
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TABLE 5: Models for Comparison.

Model Description

NNLRank The proposed list-wise ranking model.
SVMRank A pair-wise ranking model developed by [27].
BPNet Point-wise model, a Back-Propagation Network [47] sharing the

same network structure and parameter settings as NNLRank.
SVM Point-wise model, the support vector machine [46].
LP The link prediction (LP) model [27].
Random Permuting lists of candidate projects randomly.

C. BASELINE SELECTION
To assess the effectiveness of NNLRank, we compare it with
a related tool LP [27] and 3 standard learning-to-rank models
SVMRank [27], BPNet [28], and SVM [29]. We choose
these 3 ranking models, because they are representatives
of two other types of ranking model categories (i.e., pair-
wise and point-wise ranking), and they are widely used for
recommendation problems, as referred to in Section II. We
re-implement LP adhering to the original paper details. We
implement SVMRank by using the publicly available source
code3 and the SVM by invoking the WEKA4 tool [46]. We
also develop BPNet which shares the same network structure
and parameter settings as our NNLRank but uses a different
loss function (i.e. a common back-propagation network [47]).
Finally, we develop a random model which randomly picks
any project to onboard from a permuted candidate projects
list. A summary of each model is given in Table 5.

D. MODEL EVALUATION

Training and Testing. In total, we have 2044 lists of can-
didate projects, and each list contains 257 to 2794 projects
(details of the dataset described in Section V-A). To suppress
the effect of outliers, we normalize 9 feature values among
each list by the min-max normalization method. To verify
the validity of the proposed model, we perform 5-fold cross-
validation, a commonly used method [48]. At first, the whole
2044 lists of projects are randomly split into 5 sets. For each
fold, one set (20% of the lists) is used for the testing data, and
the rest is used for the training.

Evaluation Metrics. We use the following metrics to evalu-
ate the performance of recommender systems. Note that, for
cross-validation experiments, we measure these evaluation
metrics by taking an average across 5 folds.

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) - is a typical measure for
evaluating the performance of a recommender system [49].
MRR equals 1

n

∑n
i=1

1
ranki

, where ranki refers to the rank
position of the onboarded project for the i-th recommended
list, and n is the total number of lists in testing data. MRR
ranges from 0 to 1, and larger value implies that a model can
successfully rank more successful onboarded projects at the
top of the lists.

Mean Average Precision (MAP) - is a widely used evaluation
measure [49]. For our experiment, as there is only one

3SVMRank: http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm_light/svm_rank.html
4WEKA, a data mining software in Java containing a collection of com-

mon machine learning algorithms: http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

onboarded project for a recommended list, hence MAP is
equivalent to MRR according to their definitions. However,
as a recommendation rank larger than 20 tends to be mean-
ingless in practical use, we thus use MAP@20 to cut-off the
ranks larger than 20, namely 1/ranki=0 when ranki>20.
Similarly, we use MAP@10 with the cutoff 10 to assess
models under a more strict condition.

Recall - we adopt Recall@10 and Recall@20 as auxiliary
evaluation metrics to assess the percentage of onboarded
projects [50], [51] ranked among the top- 10 and 20, respec-
tively. A larger recall indicates that more developers can find
the right projects to onboard by only reviewing at most 10/20
recommended projects.

VI. RESULTS
This section answers the Research Questions (RQs) referred
to in Section III. RQ1 investigates whether the proposed
model can recommend the right projects for developer on-
boarding effectively. RQ2 explores the relative importance of
measured project features via sensitivity analysis. RQ3 com-
pares the model execution efficiency with baseline models.

RQ1. HOW ACCURATELY CAN NNLRANK RECOMMEND
ONBOARDING TO GitHub PROJECTS?
Accuracy. Table 6 presents the prediction accuracy of all
models using 5-fold cross-validation, in terms of the mean
and standard deviation of 5 evaluation metrics. NNLRank
model achieves a MRR = 0.462, MAP@10 = 0.454, and
Recall@10 = 0.611.

Compared to other evaluated models, NNLRank achieves
the best performance and outperforms other models signifi-
cantly. In particular, our model outperforms the second best
model SVMRank by 28.69%, 29.34%, and 29.10% percent-
age points at MRR, MAP@10, and MAP@20 respectively.
On the other hand, NNLRank shows slightly smaller Re-
call(@10, @20) than SVMRank, which suggests the NNL-
Rank might not be fully trained as SVMRank to capture more
developers’ onboarding patterns because its 6 model param-
eters are manually optimized and searched within a limited
scope. Besides, although SVMRank can rank slightly more
onboarded projects within top-10/20 (slightly higher Recall
values), their rankings are far away from the top compared
with the NNLRank model, leading to substantially lower
MRR and MAP. Overall, this result implies that NNLRank
can enable developers to find the right projects to onboard
with substantially fewer efforts.

Moreover, we perform two statistical tests between NNL-
Rank and five baseline models, respectively, for three
comprehensive evaluation metrics (MRR, MAP@10, and
MAP@20) in 5-fold cross-validation. One is the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test with a 5% significance level that tests the
statistical difference between two models, and the other
is Cliff’s delta δ that quantifies the amount of difference
between two models. The value of δ ranges from -1 to
1 which is divided into four effectiveness levels: negli-
gible (0.000≤|δ|<0.147), small (0.147≤|δ|<0.330), medium
(0.330≤|δ|<0.474), large (0.474≤|δ|≤1.000). Results in Ta-
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TABLE 6: Prediction accuracy comparison for 6 models where an accuracy is represented by the mean ± standard deviation of
5-fold cross-validation. The statistical difference between NNLRank and a model for an evaluation metric in 5-fold cross-validation
is estimated by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a 5% significance level, where * denotes p-value < 0.05. And we use Cliff’s delta (δ)
to quantify the amount of difference between two models, where L indicates a large size effect 0.474 ≤ |δ| ≤ 1.000.

Model MRR MAP@10 MAP@20 Recall@10 Recall@20

NNLRank 0.462± 0.027 0.454± 0.027 0.457± 0.027 0.611± 0.037 0.659± 0.038
SVMRank 0.359± 0.022 (*L) 0.351± 0.023 (*L) 0.354± 0.022 (*L) 0.663± 0.034 0.716± 0.026
BPNet 0.018± 0.013 (*L) 0.013± 0.011 (*L) 0.014± 0.012 (*L) 0.030± 0.027 0.041± 0.041
SVM 0.006± 0.001 (*L) 0.002± 0.001 (*L) 0.002± 0.001 (*L) 0.008± 0.006 0.021± 0.011
LP 0.002± 0.002 (*L) 0.000± 0.001 (*L) 0.002± 0.002 (*L) 0.001± 0.001 0.002± 0.002
Random 0.008± 0.002 (*L) 0.004± 0.002 (*L) 0.005± 0.002 (*L) 0.012± 0.005 0.020± 0.002

ble 6 shows that the NNLRank’s improvements over baseline
models are significant (p-value < 0.05) and practically impor-
tant with large size effect.

On the other hand, the point-wise ranking models (BP-
Net and SVM) can hardly work because they are strongly
affected by the nature of the datasets, where only a few
candidate projects are successfully onboarded by developers.
This makes the dataset highly imbalanced for such point-wise
ranking models. Specifically, we found that SVM usually
assigns the same scores to all candidate projects, hardly cap-
turing the features of onboarded projects, so that its recom-
mendation performance is unsatisfactory. Although BPNet
shares similar network structure and parameter settings as
NNLRank, because of their distinct loss functions BPNet can
generate substantially different prediction accuracy. Hence,
our applied list-wise ranking loss function is one of the keys
to the better performance of NNLRank. Additionally, we no-
tice that the list-wise ranking model NNLRank outperforms
the pair-wise (SVMRank) and point-wise (BPNet and SVM)
ranking models, which confirms the research conclusions in
other fields [52], [53].

Moreover, Table 6 shows that LP also fails to recom-
mend projects that developers want to join and contribute
many commits, although it can precisely identify developers’
joining behaviors [12]. This failure is mainly caused by its
inadequately used ground-truth where it assumes a joining
behavior as a successful onboarding without considering the
actual contribution (i.e. commits). Furthermore, this result
also implies that a project joined by a developer is not
necessarily to be a successful onboarding as suggested by
other researchers [1], [9].

Additionally, we observe that the Random model is even
better than SVM and LP because randomly permuting
projects in uniform distribution has the chance to rank the
onboarded one in any place, that is why Recall@10 = 0.012
and Recall@20 = 0.020. However, the probability to rank the
onboarded projects within top-10 or 20 is not high, therefore
MRR, MAP@10, and MAP@20 are still considerably low.

Note that, in the following experiments, we only use
MAP@20 to analyze the NNLRank due to the limited space.
A similar conclusion can be drawn by combining other
evaluation metrics.

Impact of Development History. The independent vari-
ables for NNLRank are extracted from features of candidate
projects and developers’ prior experience. We assume that
more developers’ prior information can lead to a better model

prediction. To investigate this assumption, we measure a
developer’s experience by the number of projects previously
joined before onboarding a new project. For a testing data
in 5-fold cross-validation, we divide developers’ experience
into 4 levels (low, medium, high, very high) based on project
counts at 3 percentiles (25, 50, and 75). Table 7 shows the
recommendation accuracy for developers with 4 experience
levels at 5-fold cross-validation, in terms of MAP@20, where
values in the corresponding parenthesis show the ranges of
project counts in that level. We observe that the developers
with levels in Medium and High have 2-13 previously joined
projects, which implies that most of the developers prefer to
contribute to multiple projects, as referred in Section V-A.

Table 7 shows that NNLRank can still perform moderately
well with mean MAP@20 = 0.387 when developers have
little historical information (i.e., 0-1 prior experience), and
outperform the second best model SVMRank in Table 6.
This is because not all independent variables are extracted
from developers’ prior experience. However, as expected,
NNLRank works better for more experienced developers,
where mean MAP@20 gradually increases from the level
Low to Very High. Therefore, NNLRank works better for
developers with more historical information.

TABLE 7: Prediction accuracy (MAP@20) for developers with
4 experience levels for 5-fold cross-validation. 4 levels are di-
vided by the 3 percentiles (20, 50, and 75) of project counts
previously joined by developers at their onboarding time, where
values in parenthesis show the project count ranges in that level.

Developers’ Experience
Level Low Medium High Very High

[Perc. Range] [0-25] [25-50] [50-75] [75-100]

Fold-1 0.381 (0-1) 0.431 (2-4) 0.533 (5-11) 0.557 (12-260)
Fold-2 0.366 (0-1) 0.564 (2-4) 0.413 (5-13) 0.491 (14-298)
Fold-3 0.405 (0-1) 0.358 (2-3) 0.469 (4-11) 0.526 (12-273)
Fold-4 0.324 (0-1) 0.351 (2-3) 0.485 (4-10) 0.573 (11-187)
Fold-5 0.461 (0-1) 0.568 (2-3) 0.540 (4-11) 0.467 (12-225)

Mean MAP@20 0.387 0.454 0.488 0.523

Result 1: NNLRank can make effective project on-
boarding recommendations for developers, outperform-
ing the other investigated models substantially. NNL-
Rank works better for developers with more historical
information, and it still outperforms other investigated
models even with little developers’ history.
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TABLE 8: Prediction accuracy (MAP@20) of NNLRank in-
putted with different feature combinations for sensitivity anal-
ysis. Each combination removes one feature, and the ’Order’
column indicates the rank of features’ relative importance.

Removed MAP@20 Order Removed MAP@20 OrderFeature Feature

Timecreate 0.351 1 Tieowner 0.444 6
Timemeb0 0.422 2 Usercompany 0.452 7
Timecmt0 0.431 3 Techlang 0.453 8
Timemeb1 0.436 4 Timecmt1 0.454 9
Infocmt 0.438 5 - - -

TABLE 9: Prediction accuracy of NNLRank incorporating
project characteristics. Without such feature MAP@20 = 0.457.

Model Setting MAP@20

NNLRank+Dessum 0.405
NNLRank+Readsum 0.413
NNLRank+ReadDessum 0.413
NNLRank+Desmax 0.399
NNLRank+Readmax 0.402
NNLRank+ReadDesmax 0.389

RQ2. WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT FEATURES
THAT INFLUENCE ONBOARDING RECOMMENDATION?
Here we investigate the relative importance of 9 measured
features using sensitivity analysis as illustrated in Table 8.
Specifically, we remove one feature at a time and record the
model prediction accuracy with the other 8 features, where a
more influential feature is the one with more negative impact
on MAP@20 (i.e. less MAP), and their relative importance
order is also listed in the Table.

Table 8 shows that all of features have positive effects
on the model; the time-related features have higher im-
portance, followed by project commits (Infocmt), social
tie (Tieowner), and language matching (Techlang). These
results imply that the project has more onboarding oppor-
tunities at its early phase; developers prefer to work with a
project owner with whom they have frequently collaborated;
if the project matches developers’ prior experience in pro-
gramming language, and if the project has many commits and
company colleagues, developers can successfully onboard
the project with higher probability.

One may expect that developer having expertise in one
project may want to contribute to functionally similar
projects. To check this hypothesis, we first identify function-
ally similar projects. In particular, we implement a Latent Se-
mantic Indexing (LSI) [54] based similarity model following
Mcmillan et al. [13], which leverages project description and
readme to compute the functional similarity score between
two GitHub projects. We further designed 6 features as listed
in Table 9, where Dessum, Readsum, and ReadDessum
are the sum of similarity values between a candidate project
and a developer’s prior joined projects using the projects’
description, readme, or both; in contrast,Desmax,Readmax,
and ReadDesmax use the maximum similarity value instead
of the sum.

Surprisingly, we find that adding these project semantic
features to NNLRank have negative impacts on model per-
formance (see Table 9). This implies that developers do not

always prefer to work on functionally similar projects. For in-
stance, consider two functionally similar projects (e.g., media
player) written in Java and C/C++. For a developer, whose
expertise is in only Java will choose the project written in
Java. Thus, projects belong to the similar functional domain
may not always influence developers’ onboarding decisions.
To this end, we ignore these features from our final model
architecture.

Result 2: All 9 measured features have positive ef-
fects on NNLRank, where time related features have
higher importance because projects provide more on-
boarding opportunity at early lifecycle.

RQ3. WHAT IS THE RUN-TIME OVERHEAD OF
NNLRANK?
Table 10 illustrates the execution time of all models, running
on a duo core computer (2.4 GHz) with 4 GB memories,
where the execution time indicates the time of model training
and testing for 5-fold cross-validation. Table 10 shows that
NNLRank and the second best effective model, SVMRank
(details in RQ1) respectively cost 20.435s and 250.291s to
execute. NNLRank’s substantially smaller execution time
indicates that it can efficiently work because other models
cannot make effective recommendations as shown in Table 6.
NNLRank works fast because it processes a list of candidate
projects simultaneously, which can dramatically save the
time of model building.

Besides, we notice that although NNLRank and BPNet
share the same network structure and parameter setting, their
difference in loss function leads to some different execu-
tion time. The small execution time of BPNet (10.283s)
over NNLRank implies that the list-wise ranking loss func-
tion in NNLRank has a higher computation complexity.
Furthermore, the efficiency of NNLRank is comparable to
the LP model (21.049s) and substantially faster than SVM
(497.658s).

Efficiency for NNLRank with Different Settings. We fur-
ther investigate two important parts of NNLRank which
are instrumental to the efficiency: the learning rate decay
method, and the capability of processing projects simultane-
ously. In Table 11, we observe that when removing the learn-
ing rate decay method from the NNLRank, the execution time
increases from 20.435s to 32.925 due to the largely increased
optimization iteration numbers; and its MAP@20 largely
drops for the incompatible parameters, which implies that the
learning rate decay method can determine optimal parameter
selection. We also observe that when the NNLRank processes
each project separately with or without the learning rate
decay method, its execution time is significantly increased,
because this model setting works like the point-wise ranking
model (i.e. SVM).
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TABLE 10: Execution time comparison of 6 models, where an
execution time indicates the time of model training and testing
for 5-fold cross-validation.

Model Time Model Time

BPNet 10.283s SVMRank 250.291s
NNLRank 20.435s SVM 497.658s
LP 21.049s - -

TABLE 11: Comparison of NNLRank with different settings:
with or without learning rate decay method; process a list
of candidate projects simultaneously or separately. Results
in execution time, average model optimization iterations, and
MAP@20 are compared.

Setting Time Avg. Iterations MAP@20

NNLRank 20.435s 52.60 0.457
NNLRank - Decay 32.925s 326.80 0.001
NNLRank - Simu. 157.915s 58.40 0.447
NNLRank - Decay - Simu. 648.636s 203.80 0.001

Result 3: NNLRank can be quickly trained and used
for project recommendation, due to its ability to process
a list of projects simultaneously, and the use of learning
rate decay method.

VII. DISCUSSION
This section discusses how the model parameters affect its
performance. We explain the results for MAP@20 and the
similar conclusions can be drawn for other evaluation met-
rics. Specifically, we set 6 parameters in NNLRank as default
as shown in Table 12, and adjust one at a time as follows.

Network Structure. We used different model structures (i.e.
number of hidden layers, and the number of nodes in each
layer) for onboarding task. Figure 2(a) shows the impact of
different hidden layers. NNLRank performs best at 2 hidden
layers, thus we choose this for our final model. Figure 2(b)
shows the impact of the node count in hidden layers. We see
that the network performs better at 5 nodes and performance
remain similar with the increase in the number of nodes. As
an increase in nodes raises the computation complexity, the
network structure with 5 nodes is optimal for our model.

Activation Function. Activation function plays an important
role in the neural network performance. Thus, we further
investigated five commonly used activation functions. In
Table 13, we see that Arctan is the best choice with MAP@20
= 0.457. The Bent, SoftPlus, linear activation functions fail
to work, might be because of the incompatible parameters.

TABLE 12: Default Parameter Setting

No. Parameter Default Value

1 Number of Hidden Layers 2.00
2 Number of Nodes in Hidden Layers 5.00
3 Regularization Coefficient (λ) 1.00
4 Learning Rate (µ) 0.01
5 The Initial Step for Learning Rate Decay (tafter) 0.00
6 Convergence Error (ε) 0.10

FIGURE 2: Prediction accuracy (MAP@20) of NNLRank with
different configurations, adjusting the number of hidden layers,
the number of nodes in hidden layers, the regularization coeffi-
cient (λ), the learning rate (µ), the initial step for learning rate
decay (tafter), and the convergence error (ε).

Thus, Arctan is the best choice for NNLRank.

TABLE 13: Prediction accuracy of NNLRank with 5 different
activation functions.

No. Activation Function Equation MAP@20

1 ArcTan y = atan(x) 0.457
2 Sigmoid y = 1/(1 + e−x) 0.446
3 Bent y = ((x2 + 1)1/2)/2 + x 0.000
4 SoftPlus y = log(1 + ex) 0.000
5 Linear y = x 0.000

Network Parameters. We tune four hyper-parameters - reg-
ularization coefficient (λ), learning rate (µ), the initial itera-
tion for learning rate decay (tafter), and convergence error
(ε) and Figures 2(c-f) show the network performance for
different values respectively. We see that the model achieves
the best performance when λ=1, which implies that a lower
complexity of weights and biases is beneficial to the model.
Moreover, we find that updating the network with µ=0.01 is
advantageous, where the smaller values for µ considerably
decrease the performance, and higher values have negligible
improvements. The learning rate decay strategy is beneficial
to the model at the beginning (i.e., tafter=0), as the predic-
tion accuracy slides down when tafter increases. Finally, we
find that ε=0.1 is suitable for NNLRank because larger values
not only decrease the model accuracy but also increase the
iteration number of the model training, which is also a reason
why NNLRank works efficiently.

Weights Initialization. We further analyze how the ran-
domly initialized weights affect the recommendation ac-
curacy of NNLRank. Figure 3 shows the performance of
NNLRank for 100 consecutive simulations where each time
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we randomly initialize model weights. We see that the model
performance remain similar for different random initializa-
tions. This result shows that the simulations are stable, where
MAP@20 ranges from 0.447 to 0.463 with a standard de-
viation of 0.003 which indicates the randomness in weights
initialization has little impact on the model performance.
Thus, we choose to initialize weights randomly.

FIGURE 3: Prediction accuracy (MAP@20) of 100 consecutive
weights initializations for the neural network in NNLRank, with
a standard deviation (std) value.

VIII. IMPLICATION
Implication to OSS Ecosystem: To utilize the effectiveness
of NNLRank for developer onboarding, an ecosystem such as
GitHub may provide an option for onboarding recommenda-
tion. Faster run-time enables easy adoption of NNLRank to
any existing ecosystem. Moreover, a pre-trained NNLRank
can be used to recommend projects to developers.

Helping Newbies: Experiment result shows that the NNL-
Rank remains effective for developers with little historical
information, i.e. newbies, which implies that the NNLRank
can avoid the cold start problem to some extent. However, the
model effectiveness can be largely improved for developers
with sufficient histories. Therefore, to improve the utility of
NNLRank in practical usage, developers can import their
prior experience from other platforms, such as SourceForge;
or they can simply fill in their prior project experience
and preference, and input to the NNLRank to get a better
recommendation.

Helping Expert Developer: As NNLRank works better for
developers with more histories, the project recommendation
is more likely to be accepted by an expert. This advantage can
significantly save developers’ efforts for project searching,
understanding, and filtering.

IX. THREATS TO VALIDITY
To extract the project time-related features, we need to know
developers’ onboarding time. However, such time is hard to
measure because a developer may decide to onboard a project
at any time, and an inaccurate measurement may compromise
the model validity. To minimize this threat, we measured
developers’ onboarding decisions at the time of their first
commits following Casalnuovo et al. [1] and Hahn et al. [42].

In this study, we measured 9 features, i.e. the indepen-
dent variables, to capture developers’ onboarding pattern.
However, it has been observed that many other features also
affecting developers’ project selection [42]. Due to the nature

of our data from GitHub, we could not extract these features
such as the number of downloads, mailing list, and etc. We
plan to explore more viable features in the future.

Due to the enormous size of the downloaded data and our
limited computational resources, we studied 2044 success-
ful onboarding decisions within 2 years made by GitHub
developers, as referred in Section V-A. We plan to work
on a larger dataset with more recent information in near
future. Additionally, our model is verified by a 5-fold cross-
validation by randomly partitioned data into folds. The in-
herent limitation of such measure is that the model may
be trained on developers’ future information. However, as
developers’ onboarding decisions are usually independent of
each other, the impact of this threat is negligible. Moreover,
we use the same experimental setup for all models, thus com-
parison results are not affected by this threat. Furthermore,
we re-implement the previous tool, LP following the original
paper [12]. However, it may still have some biases threating
the validity of our conclusion, but we went through a rigorous
code review to minimize this threat.

X. CONCLUSION
Though onboarding plays an important role in the evolution-
ary progress of open source ecosystems, developers often
face enormous challenges to find suitable projects. In this
paper, we propose a learning to rank based model NNLRank
which helps developers by recommending relevant projects
for onboarding. NNLRank leverages project features and de-
velopers’ experience to predict appropriate projects. We eval-
uated NNLRank with 2044 successful onboarding decisions
from GitHub and compared it with three standard learning-
to-rank models and a prior onboarding tool. Experimenting
with 2044 successful onboarding decisions, we confirmed
the effectiveness and efficiency of NNLRank model where
it substantially outperforms previous models for onboarding
task.
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